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Policies Regarding Fan Art and Fan Fiction of my 
Original Characters 

- You must download my watermark and put it somewhere noticeable on your 
drawing.  The watermark can easily be found available for download on my website.


• You must also link back to my website and these rules from wherever you post 
it and give me credit for the character and their design.  If you have any 
questions, please contact me via my website.  Same goes for any works of fiction 
as well.


- Most, if not all of my characters are minors, so that means:


• No sexual artwork or fiction; that includes but is not limited to porn and partial 
nudity, characters in their undergarments, “sexy” poses, “sexy” clothing, etc.


• If you’re going to disobey my policies and do this kind of artwork or fiction 
anyways, at least have the decency to misspell the characters’ names and 
mark all artwork/fiction as explicit, mature, NSFW, etc. so the innocent kiddos 
don’t stumble across it.


• If I find artwork or fiction of this nature, I will file a claim that will force you to 
take it down; I won’t play nice when it comes to sexualizing my characters, 
especially since the majority of them are minors.


• I go by the United State’s rules/laws regarding minors, so I expect you to do the 
same since these are my characters.  Even if a legal adult in your country is 
13-14 years old, I will not tolerate mature content involving any characters 
under 18.


- Absolutely no gore of any kind!!! 

- No sensitive subjects including, but not limited to: death, self-harm, political 
opinions/statements, racial issues (regardless of race), etc. 

- This should be a no brainer, but do not host artwork of my characters on or link 
to websites that contain malware of any kind.


- This should be another no-brainer, but do not claim these characters as your own. 
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- Any fan merchandise has to be run through me first, contact me by leaving a 

comment on the “contact” page of my official website, more about the rules 
regarding fan merchandise later.


- Do not harass others over the way they draw or write my characters, it’s rude.  I 
don’t care if you think they’re not drawing/writing my characters “right”.


- Do not take others’ artwork/writing/animations/etc. and feature them in “cringe 
compilations”.  I will file a take-down on these sorts of things because it is a form of 
harassment.


- A one-off commission of one of my characters is fine, but I don’t allow commercial 
use of my characters unless you have contacted me and we have worked out 
an agreement. 

- Please do not “ship” my characters with yourself or other real people.  “Self-
inserts” utilizing my original characters are prohibited.


- You are not allowed to edit my artwork!!! 

- Note, these rules are subject to change at any time. 

Once again, if there are any further questions, please contact me via my website.  


By drawing or writing my characters, that means you have read and agree to the 
above policies.
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